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Abstract: Various remote-controlled methods have been developed to improve operability using force
or visual assists; however, using only force or visual assists may deteriorate the operability or safety
performance. Therefore, a remote-controlled method with both force and visual assists is proposed
to improve the operability while maintaining safety performance. The proposed remote-controlled
system consists of a wheeled mobile robot, control device, and monitor. The force assist is generated
using the time to collision (TTC), which is the predicted time of collision of the mobile robot against
an obstacle. This force assist is applied to the operator using a control device to achieve collision
avoidance. Using a visual assist, a predicted trajectory for the mobile robot based on the TTC is
generated. For operability improvement, this predicted trajectory with color gradation is shown on
the monitor. In summary, the achievement of operability improvement while maintaining safety
performance is confirmed from experimental results using the proposed method.

Keywords: remote robot control; robotics; mobile robot; force feedback; visual assist

1. Introduction

The technology of autonomous and remote-controlled mobile robots has become more
popular for various situations and objectives. Autonomous robots used in service situations
have been studied to assist in human tasks [1–4]. In the industry context, path planning
methods with collision avoidance have been studied [5–8]. Therefore, autonomous robots
have been mainly used in constructed environments, such as for motion tracking, cleaning
inside a building, and manufacturing robots in an assembly line [9–11]. However, there are
several situations in which autonomous robots do not work properly in an unconstructed
environment that requires flexibility.

For an unconstructed environment such as an investigation in military and civil-
ian fields, remote-controlled robots have been mainly used because humans can operate
remote-controlled robots flexibly [12,13]. In the field of healthcare, remote-controlled
robots have been investigated to support hospital staff [14,15]. In an industry scenario,
remote-controlled robots that investigate and track complex environments have been
developed [16–19]. In life care, remote-controlled robots have been utilized to assist hu-
mans [20]. Furthermore, in situations of disaster response and hazardous areas, remote-
controlled robots have been widely used for inspection [21–23].

These remote-controlled robots allow us to complete a variety of activities based on
the operator’s judgment. A monitor and a control device are used for the remote-controlled
system. The operator operates the remote-controlled robot by using the control device
while checking the monitor, which displays the visual information from the visual sensors.
To operate flexibly, expert operators who understand and are capable of training the remote-
controlled robot well are required. Thus, operating a remote-controlled robot is difficult and
includes the possibility of operational mistakes. This is because it is difficult for the operator
to understand real environmental situations by using a monitor that only shows visual
information. Therefore, for expert operation, numerous stages of training are required for
the operator to recognize the surroundings from the visual information.
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Methods for improving the operability of the remote-controlled robot with respect
to the mechanical design of the control device and the control method of the operation
assist have been reported [24,25]. This study focuses on the control method, because
the control method can be adapted more easily to see improvements, as compared to
varying the mechanical design of the control device for obtaining the same improved
performance. To enhance the control method of the operation assist and thereby increase
the operability of the remote-controlled robot, force and visual assists have been studied in
particular. The force assist for the mobile robot has been widely researched to improve the
operability and the safety performance. While operating a remote-controlled robot, force
feedback is frequently employed to assist human operators in improving their perception of
environments to assist their operation skills [26–30]. Meanwhile, visual assists for remote-
controlled robots have been widely studied and used for real situations to improve the
operability. For example, remote-controlled methods using visual assists have been studied
using several types of sensors [31–33]. However, it is difficult to achieve safety performance
by using only a visual assist [34,35]. Hence, the evaluation of a combination method with
force and visual assists is a meaningful study for remote-controlled methods. Therefore,
force and visual assists of remote-controlled robots are proposed in this study to improve
operability.

This study proposes a remote-controlled method with force and visual assists to
improve the operability and safety performance for a fully remote-controlled wheeled
mobile robot. The force assist was generated to ensure the safety performance of the
remote-controlled robot. In contrast, visual assist was used to improve the operability
of the remote-controlled robot. The force assist based on the time to collision (TTC) was
applied to avoid collisions and achieve safe performance. The presence of a force assist is
an important factor that influences the operability. The increased dependency on the force
assist provides a more frequent force feedback to the control device compared to a system
with decreased use of the force assist. To improve operability, a proposed technique that
generates a lower dependence on the force assist was required. Furthermore, a visual assist,
which shows the predicted trajectory of the mobile robot on the operator’s monitor, was
applied to improve the operability. The predicted trajectory was based on the TTC and
mobile robot velocity. The proposed strategy can improve the operability while ensuring
safety performance. The proposed method was evaluated by comparing the experimental
results from start to finish, the number of back operations, and the number of collisions.
The experimental results obtained using the proposed method show that the operability
and safety performance are improved. In this study, an unconstructed environment such as
a disaster and hazardous environment where there are many obstacles inside of buildings
was considered for improving the operability and safety performance.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. The remote-controlled system
is described in Section 2. Section 3 proposes a remote-controlled method with force and
visual assists for mobile robots. Section 4 presents the experimental results to confirm the
validity of the proposed method. Finally, Section 5 concludes the study.

2. Modeling
2.1. System Configuration

Figure 1 shows the system configuration of remote-controlled robot with visual and
force feedback. This system consists of a monitor, a control device, and a mobile robot.
The laser range finder (LRF) and visual sensor have been installed on the mobile robot.
The LRF can detect a wide range of high-precision environments around the mobile robot.
Two PCs were used to control the mobile robot, monitor, and control device. The user
datagram protocol (UDP), which is a communication protocol across the Internet, was used
to connect the two PCs. The environmental information was measured by the LRF and the
visual sensor and sent from the PC of the mobile robot to the PC at the operator’s side. The
translational and angular velocity commands (vcmd, ωcmd) were sent from the PC at the
operator’s side to the mobile robot’s PC.
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Figure 1. System configuration.

The mobile robot used is an i-Cart mini robot [36]. The mobile robot moves according
to the velocity commands from the operator. To measure the environmental information,
the LRF produced by HOKUYO AUTOMATIC CO., LTD. was used [37]. The control
device consists of two linear motors, one for translational velocity and the other for angular
velocity, as shown in Figure 2. The operator can operate the control device by grabbing
knobs of each linear motor. The operator uses this remote-controlled system by looking at
the monitor and feeling the tactile information as translational and angular force commands
( f cmd

v , f cmd
ω ).

Figure 2. Control device.

2.2. Mobile Robot

In this study, the global coordinate system ΣGL and local coordinate system ΣLC are
defined. The origin of the local coordinate system is set at the center of the mobile robot.
This center point is defined as the central point on the shaft between the wheels of the
mobile robot. The origin of ΣGL is set as the initial position in ΣLC. The direction of the
X-axis is defined as the translational velocity direction of the mobile robot when the angular
velocity is 0 rad/s. The direction of the Y-axis is defined as the vertical left of the X-axis.
As shown in Figure 3, (GLx, GLy), and GLθ are the mobile robot positions and orientations,
respectively. In this study, GL© represents the values of the global coordinate system. The
superscript is not utilized as the values are in the local coordinate system. The values of
each velocity are expressed in a red color. Dr and Dw are the half width of the mobile robot
and the diameter of each wheel. Each wheel velocity is generated through calculating the
pseudo-differential by using values for each wheel angle measured by the encoder. In this
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article, it is assumed that the mobile robot is not sliding. The right side and left side wheel
velocities, vR and vL, are calculated as follows:

vR =
Dw

2
· θ̇r (1)

vL =
Dw

2
· θ̇l (2)

where θr and θl are right side and left side wheel angles. The translational and angular
velocities of the mobile robot are calculated considering with the width of the mobile robot.

v =
vR + vL

2
(3)

ω =
vR − vL

2Dr
(4)

v and ω are the translational and angular velocities of the mobile robot, respectively. The
mobile robot position (GLx, GLy) and orientation GLθ after t s are as follows:

GLx =
∫ t

0
υ · cos GLθ dt (5)

GLy =
∫ t

0
υ · sin GLθ dt (6)

GLθ =
∫ t

0
ω dt (7)

Figure 3. Mobile robot position and orientation.

2.3. Velocity Command Generator

The translational and angular velocity commands are shown as vcmd and ωcmd, and
are calculated from the linear movement of the control device against the initial position of
the control device.

υcmd = Vmax · xres
1 /Lmax (8)

ωcmd = Ωmax · xres
2 /Lmax (9)

where Vmax and Ωmax are the maximum values of translational and angular velocities,
respectively. These values were determined from the mobile robot specifications. x1 and
x2 represent the translational and angular positions of the linear motors, respectively.
Superscripts©cmd and©res denote the command and response values. Lmax denotes the
maximum displacement of the linear motor. The UDP sends translational and angular
velocity commands to the mobile robot.
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2.4. Force Controller

The mobile robot is controlled by the operator using a control device, as shown
in Figure 1. Based on the possibility of collision, the operator feels force feedback as a
tactile sensation from the control device. To achieve force feedback, the force controllers
are implemented as Equations (10) and (11). A disturbance observer (DOB) is used for
acceleration control [38]. The acceleration references are then calculated.

ẍre f
1 = K f ( f cmd

v − f̂ ext
v ) (10)

ẍre f
2 = K f ( f cmd

w − f̂ ext
w ) (11)

where ẍre f
1 and ẍre f

2 represent the acceleration references. f cmd
v and f cmd

ω denote the force
commands along the translational and angular velocities, respectively. f̂ ext

v and f̂ ext
ω repre-

sent the reaction forces estimated using the reaction force observer (RFOB) [39]. K f denotes
the force feedback gain. By utilizing Equations (10) and (11), the possibility of collision
makes the operator feel the tactile sensation when force commands are generated. However,
the operator manipulates the control device with a small operational force when the force
command is set to 0 N.

2.5. Camera Coordinate Transformation

To draw trajectories on the monitor, the 3D environmental information is collected
by a camera equipped on the mobile robot. The coordinates transformed from the camera
coordinates to the monitor coordinates are used for the visual assist.

Figure 4 shows an image of the coordinate transformation from the camera coordinates
to the monitor coordinates. Superscripts C© and M© are the mean values in the camera
and monitor coordinates. The origin of the camera coordinate system ΣC is defined as the
position of the visual sensor on the mobile robot. The Y- and Z-axis directions in the camera
coordinate system are defined as vertically downward and the camera focal direction from
the origin in ΣC. The origin of the monitor coordinate system ΣM is defined as the upper
left edge point of the monitor. The U-axis and V-axis in the monitor coordinate system
are defined as the direction of the right along the monitor and the vertical right of the
U-axis, respectively. MUc and MVc are the center points of the monitor for the U and V axes,
respectively. l f denotes the focal length of the camera. The origin of ΣM is set from (MUc,
MVc), which is located at a distance of l f along the Z-axis from the origin in ΣC. Cx, Cy,
and Cz are the values of point A in the camera coordinate system. Mu and Mv indicate the
values of point A′ in the monitor coordinate system.

Figure 4. Image of coordinate transformation from camera coordinate to monitor coordinate.
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The coordinate transformation from the camera coordinate system to the monitor
coordinate system is achieved by multiplying the intrinsic parameters [40]. The intrinsic
parameters K are expressed as follows.

K =

kx 0 MUc
0 ky

MVc
0 0 1

l f 0 0
0 l f 0
0 0 1

 (12)

where kx and ky are the lens distortions for each axis. Therefore, this coordinate transfor-
mation is calculated by multiplying the intrinsic parameters as follows:Mu

Mv
1

 = K

Cx/Cz
Cy/Cz

1

 (13)

2.6. Overall Remote-Controlled System

Figure 5 shows the overall remote-controlled system. In “Control Device”, the position
responses of the linear motors xres

1 and xres
2 are calculated by the forces along the transla-

tional and angular velocities from the operator. In “Velocity Command Generator”, the
translational and angular velocity commands, vcmd and ωcmd, are calculated to control the
mobile robot. In “Mobile Robot with LRF and Camera”, the mobile robot moves according
to vcmd and ωcmd. The environmental information is measured by the LRF and sent to
the force command generator and the visual information generator. In “Force Command
Generator”, the force commands of the translational and angular velocities, f cmd

v and f cmd
ω ,

are calculated to obtain the force assist. In “Force Controller”, the acceleration references,
ẍre f

1 and ẍre f
2 , are calculated to use for the acceleration control in the control device. Force

feedback is generated at the linear motors. In “Visual Information Generator”, the predicted
trajectory of the mobile robot is generated to display on the monitor. In “Monitor”, the
visual information is displayed on the monitor to obtain the visual assist for the operator.

Figure 5. System configuration.

3. Proposed Method

This section explains the proposed method, which involves the use of visual and force
assists in improving the operability and safety performance. The next subsection describes
the force assist generated by the TTC of the mobile robot against obstacles for collision
avoidance. Section 3.2 shows how the visual assist on the monitor improves operability by
drawing the predicted trajectory in real time. The last subsection explains the use of the
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remote-controlled robot with visual and force assists. In the proposed system, the visual
assist is used for operability. The force assist is used to obtain safety performance while the
driver is operating the mobile robot based on the TTC.

3.1. Force Assist

Force assist is used for collision avoidance and attaining safe performance. This
subsection explains the remote-controlled method with force assist based on TTC [27]. This
force assist is divided into two patterns. Pattern1 refers to the situation in which the mobile
robot can avoid the obstacle by only assisting the angular velocity. Pattern2 refers to a
situation in which the mobile robot cannot avoid the collision by only changing the angular
velocity. Hence, it can be inferred using these situations that the mobile robot can avoid
collisions by modifying not only the angular velocity but also the translational velocity.
Figure 6 shows the flowchart of the force assist method from Step1 to Step5.

Figure 6. Flowchart of force assist method.

Step1: The mobile robot motion is assumed to be a uniform motion using the trans-
lational and angular velocity commands. The predicted trajectory is defined from the
trajectory determined by this uniform motion. The closest distance ls from the mobile
robot to the obstacle in the predicted trajectory is calculated using the turning radius rcmd

as follows:

rcmd =
vcmd

ωcmd (14)

ls = rcmd · θs
min (15)

where θs
min is the angle of the closest point against the environment from the center of the

turning of the mobile robot. The TTC of the predicted trajectory is calculated as follows:

tcmd
ttc =

ls

vcmd (16)

where tcmd
ttc is the TTC of the predicted trajectory.
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Step2: If the TTC of the predicted trajectory is larger than the time threshold for a safe
operation Tth, the force assist is not generated as it is safe. In this case, the force commands
are calculated as follows:

f cmd
v = 0.0 (17)

f cmd
ω = 0.0 (18)

In contrast, if TTC < Tth, force assist is generated to avoid collisions. Step2 goes to
Step3 to generate force commands.

Step3: The avoidance trajectories are calculated by assuming the uniform motion of
the mobile robot. All the TTC values for each avoidance trajectories are calculated. The
avoidance turning radius ravo

i (i = 0, 1, 2, · · ·, P− 1) for the angular velocity is derived from
the angle θi, as shown in Figure 7. The ith angle θi (i = 0, 1, 2, · · ·, P− 1) of each avoidance
trajectory is generated as follows:

θi =
π

P− 1
· i− π

2
(19)

where P denotes the number of avoidance trajectories and i denotes the coefficient. Fur-
thermore, the avoidance turning radius ravo

i (i = 0, 1, 2, · · ·, P− 1) for the angular velocity
and each avoidance angular velocity ωavo

i (i = 0, 1, 2, · · ·, P− 1) are calculated as follows:

ravo
i =

Rth
2sin(θi)

(20)

ωavo
i =

vcmd

ravo
i

(21)

where Rth indicates the turning radius for the operating range, as shown in Figure 7a. Using
Equation (20), the avoidance trajectories are generated by assuming uniform motion of the
mobile robot. Figure 7b shows the avoidance trajectories and ravo

i at i = 2 and i = 6. The
shaded area in the avoidance trajectories in Figure 7b indicates a high collision probability.

(a)

(b)

Figure 7. Relationship with angle θi and avoidance trajectory. (a) Turning radius Rth and angle θi.
(b) Avoidance trajectory and ravo

i .
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Step4: The TTC tavo
ttc,i for each avoidance trajectory is calculated using Equation (21)

and vcmd. tavo
ttc,i is compared with Tth. Hence, if tavo

ttc,i is larger than or equal to Tth, the mobile
robot achieves collision avoidance by amending only the angular velocity as Pattern1. In
contrast, if tavo

ttc,i is less than Tth, the mobile robot avoids the collision by amending vcmd and
ωcmd as Pattern2.

Step5: The force commands in Pattern1 are generated as follows:

f cmd
v = 0.0 (22)

f cmd
ω = Kω · gLPF(s) · (ravo

p − rres) (23)

gLPF(s) =
GLPF

s + GLPF
(24)

where Kω is the force feedback gain for the angular velocity. GLPF and s are the cut-off gains
of the LPF and Laplace operators, respectively. p is a coefficient j that meets tavo

ttc,p ≥ Tth.
In contrast, the force commands in Pattern2 are generated by modifying the transla-

tional velocity vavo from vcmd to achieve a TTC that is equal to Tth as follows:

vavo =
1

Tth
· tavo

ttc,q · vcmd (25)

f cmd
v = Kv · gLPF(s) · (vavo − vres) (26)

f cmd
ω = Kω · gLPF(s) · (ravo

q − rres) (27)

where j is set to q, which is one of the coefficients j meeting tavo
ttc,q = Tth. Kv is the force

feedback gain for the translational velocity.

3.2. Visual Assist

A visual assist is used for detecting the trajectories of the mobile robot while the
driver is checking the monitor. The predicted trajectory on the monitor is generated by
transforming the coordinates from the camera coordinates to the monitor coordinates. On
the camera coordinate, the predicted trajectory is drawn using vcmd, ωcmd, and with regard
to the TTC, as shown in Figure 8.

This predicted trajectory is drawn from the mobile robot to the predicted end position
after the TTC, assuming uniform motion of the mobile robot. The maximum TTC is set by
the user as Tmax. If the TTC exceeds Tmax, the predicted end position is set to the position
after Tmax. The predicted trajectory of the mobile robot is represented by the dots. The kth
positions for each dot of the predicted trajectory Cxk, Cyk, and Czk are determined using
the circle equation. k (k = 1, 2, · · ·, ns) is the coefficient for each dot. ns is the number of
dots determined by the TTC between the mobile robot and obstacle.

(Cxk − rcmd)
2
+ Czk

2
= rcmd2

(28)

In addition, as shown in Figure 8, the coordinate transformation is expressed using
Equation (13). The color of the predicted trajectory is used as a gradation color to support
remote-controlled operation. The details of this gradation color are explained later in
this paper.

Figure 9 shows an example of the predicted trajectory on the monitor. The blue wall
is an obstacle. The gradation of the dots is expressed by the colors between green and
yellow. The three lines consist of dots for the predicted trajectory. These lines are generated
from the lines on the camera coordinates using Equation (28). The center line expresses the
center position of the mobile robot. Both side lines indicate the edges of the mobile robot
and is taken as the width.
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Figure 8. Predicted trajectory on the camera coordinate.

Figure 9. Example of visual assist.

As shown in Figure 10, the distance ls from the mobile robot to the obstacle is used
to thin dots using a quadratic function. L and N are the axes of the distance from the
mobile robot to the obstacle and the number of dots, respectively. ls is calculated using
Equation (15). Nmax represents the maximum number of dots determined from the user
setting. The number of dots ns determined by the TTC between the mobile robot and
obstacle is calculated as follows:

ns =

⌈√
ls

Lmax
· Nmax

⌉
(29)

where d©e is the ceiling function that assigns the smallest integer greater than or equal
to each real number. Lmax is the maximum distance of the trajectory from the mobile
robot. The angular velocity of the mobile robot does not exceed the value. The distance lk
(k = 1, 2, · · ·, ns) of each dot from the mobile robot is calculated as follows:

lk =
Lmax

N2
max
· k2 (30)

where k is the coefficient of each dot.
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Figure 10. Image of the allocation of dots.

3.3. Force and Visual Assists

In this subsection, the proposed remote-controlled method with visual and force
assists is shown. The visual assist is applied to improve the operability of the driver, and
the force assist is used to obtain safe performance. When the time to collision is less than
Tth, the force assist is applied to the control device to ensure safe performance and collision
avoidance.

Furthermore, the presence of the force assist is an important factor in the operability
of the proposed method. This is because an excessive force assist obstructs the operation of
the remote-controlled robot. The visual assist exhibits the same phenomenon. An excessive
visual assist distracts the operator. Therefore, an appropriate amount of force and visual
assists is necessary for improving operability.

The color gradation is set to enhance the visual assist by considering the presence of
the force assist. However, it is necessary to avoid distracting the operator by using a strong
color or solid line [34]. The green color is set to indicate a normal trajectory without the
force assist. The yellow color is used to express attention to the force assist. The color of the
dots is chosen as gradations, keeping in mind the need to indicate the degree of possibility
of collision and to avoid distractions for the operator. A green color means “go” and “safety”
whereas a yellow color expresses “danger” and “caution” [41]. A gradation is applied
to connect the two colors. If the possibility of collision depending on the TTC becomes
high-risk, the green color gradually changes to a yellow color, as shown in Figure 9. Each
color is indicated by red, green, and blue (RGB) intensities for generating the gradation.
In addition, color gradation is generated by lk. The RGB intensities of the gradation are
expressed as follows:

Cg
k = 255 (31)

Cb
k =

{
255 · (1− ( lk

Lmax
)) · Grs i f Lmax

Kres
≤ lk

255 · ( lk
Lmax

) otherwise
(32)

Cr
k =

{
255 · (1− ( lk

Lmax
)) · Grs i f Lmax

Kres
≤ lk

255 · (1− ( lk
Lmax

)) · Gr otherwise
(33)

where Cg
k , Cb

k , and Cr
k are the intensities of green, blue, and red at the kth dot of the predicted

trajectory, respectively. Grs and Gr are the color gains of gradation that decrease the intensity
value and increase the intensity value. Kres is the resolution gain of the gradation.

4. Experiment

This section shows the experimental results to evaluate the proposed method.
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4.1. Experimental Setup

The specifications in this study that were decided based on the specifications of the
mobile robot are shown in Table 1. The control parameters chosen by trial and error are
listed in Table 2. In this experiment, 10 subjects who were not well acquainted with the
operation of the mobile robot were dealt with.

Table 1. Specifications of mobile robot.

Parameters Descriptions Values

Vmax Maximum translational velocity 0.45 (m/s)
Vmin Minimum translational velocity 0.0 (m/s)
Ωmax Maximum angular velocity 1.5 (rad/s)
Ωmin Minimum angular velocity −1.5 (rad/s)
V̇max Maximum translational acceleration 1.0 (m/s2)
Ω̇max Maximum angular acceleration 2.0 (rad/s2)

Dr Half width of mobile robot 0.19 (m)
Dw Diameter of wheel 0.157 (m)
H Height of mobile robot 0.407 (m)

Table 2. Control parameters.

Parameters Descriptions Values

Kv Translational force feedback gain 3.0× 106

Kω Angular force feedback gain 1.7
Rth Collision-free operating range 0.7 (m)
P Number of trajectories for searching 21

Tth Time threshold for safe operation 10.0 (s) (Case 3)
2.0 (s) (Case 4)

GLPF Cut-off frequency of force command 1.0 (rad/s)
Tmax Maximum time to collision 5.0 (s)
Nmax Maximum number of dots 50

kx Lens distortion for x-axis 1.0
ky Lens distortion for y-axis 1.0
l f Focal length of camera 200.0 (mm)

MUc Center point of monitor for U-axis 320.0 (px)
MVc Center point of monitor for V-axis 240.0 (px)
Cr Color gain of gradation to increase intensity 1.5
Crs Color gain of gradation to decrease intensity 0.9
Kres Resolution gain of gradation 12.0

For exhibiting operability improvement, 10 subjects (A–J) with an average age of
22.5 years and a 0.81 year standard deviation took part in the experiments. The presence
of the force assist depends on Tth. There were four different types of remote-controlled
experiments:

• Case 1: Without force and visual assists;
• Case 2: With visual assist;
• Case 3: With force and visual assists with high presence of force assist (Tth = 10 s);
• Case 4: With force and visual assists with low presence of force assist (Tth = 2 s).

The mobile robot was manipulated by the subjects who were notified as to which
methods were applied before the operation. However, the order of the experiments was
randomly selected to avoid experience of the operation. Before starting the experiments,
the subjects were permitted to practice the operation of the mobile robot.

To evaluate operability, the subjects needed to achieve straight and curved operations.
Therefore, as shown in Figure 11, the mobile robot moved in the clockwise direction with
some obstacles. Furthermore, the experimental environment was set with at least three
obstacles and five turns as an initial setting. From start to finish, the subjects were required
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to operate the mobile robot by achieving collision avoidance. Visual information on the
monitor was used by each subject to manipulate the mobile robot.

Figure 11. Experimental course.

The experimental results were evaluated with three comparisons:

• Comparison between Case 1 and Case 2 for evaluating the visual assist;
• Comparison between Case 3 and Case 4 for evaluating the presence of force assist;
• Comparison between Case 2 and Case 4 for evaluating the force and visual assists.

4.2. Experimental Results

The experiments included three different results:

• Time from start to finish;
• Number of times translational velocity fell below 0.0 m/s;
• Number of collisions.

The time from start to finish and the number of times translational velocity fell below
0.0 m/s evaluated the operability. In addition, the number of collisions estimated the safety
performance. The number of times the translational velocity fell below 0.0 m/s indicated
the back operation of the mobile robot. The improvement in operability can be confirmed if
the time from start to finish is short. In addition, if the number of times the translational
velocity fell below 0.0 m/s is less, this indicates improvement in operability. If the number
of collisions is low, the safety performance can be considered to have improved.

As shown in Figures 12–14, the experimental results, which include all the subjects’
results, are expressed. Figure 12 shows the time from start to finish. Figure 13 shows
the number of times the translational velocity fell below 0.0 m/s. Figure 14 shows the
number of collisions. In this study, a paired t-test was conducted for the experimental
results. In Figure 12, ∗ indicates that there is a statistically significant difference and a
significance of p < 0.05. In Figures 12–14, the distribution of data is expressed by the error
bars, and a significant difference over the factor environment or support is indicated by the
horizontal bars.

4.2.1. Comparison between Case 1 and Case 2 for Evaluating the Visual Assist

In Figure 12, for 8 out of 10 subjects, Case 2 exhibited improvement in the operability
compared to Case 1. As shown in Figure 13, Case 2 exhibited improvement in the operability
compared to Case 1 for subjects C, F, G, and J. However, Figure 14 does not show an
improvement in the safety performance of Case 2 compared to Case 1 because there were
collisions in Case 2 for subjects A, E, and F.
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Figure 12. Experimental results of time from start to finish.

Figure 13. Experimental results of number of times translational velocity fell below 0.0 m/s.

Figure 14. Experimental results of number of collisions.

4.2.2. Comparison between Case 3 and Case 4 for Evaluating the Presence of Force Assist

Figure 15 shows the experimental trajectories of subject A. The translational and angu-
lar velocities of Case 3 are shown in Figure 16. In addition, the experimental results of the
force commands and the time to collision of the force assist are shown in Figures 17 and 18.
As shown in Figures 16–18, the parts with light green and light red hatching, in which
the force assist applied Pattern1 and Pattern2 are indicated by Area1, Area2, and Area3 in
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Figure 15, respectively. Similarly, the experimental results of the velocity, force commands,
and time to collision for Case 4 are shown in Figures 19–21.

As shown in Figures 16–18, Pattern1 of the force assist in Case 3 was generated at
Area1 and Area2 when the TTC was lower than Tth. The translational and angular velocity
commands of Case 3 were changed because of the force assist. Hence, as shown in Figure 15,
the trajectory of Case 3 is curved more deeply to the right side than the trajectory of Case
4 against the obstacle on the left side at Area1 and Area2. At Area3, Pattern2 of the force
assist was applied to the control device before arriving at the goal position, and the mobile
robot was operated in back operation. The high presence of the force assist caused the back
operation at Area4 in Figure 15. In contrast, as shown in Figures 19–21, Pattern1 of the force
assist of Case 4 was generated at Area3 when the TTC was lower than Tth. The angular
velocity command of Case 4 changed because of the force assist, whereas the translational
velocity command was not modified. Hence, as shown in Figure 15, the trajectory of Case 4
is positioned closer to the goal position than the Case 3 trajectory at Area3. Around the
goal position, the mobile robot in Case 4 could finish the course without back operation
compared to the Case 3 trajectory.

Figure 15. Experimental trajectories of Case 2, Case 3, and Case 4 for Subject A.

Figure 16. Experimental results of velocity of Case 3 for Subject A.
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Figure 17. Experimental results of force commands of Case 3 for Subject A.

Figure 18. Experimental results of time to collision of Case 3 for Subject A.

Figure 19. Experimental results of velocity of Case 4 for Subject A.
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Figure 20. Experimental results of force commands of Case 4 for Subject A.

Figure 21. Experimental results of time to collision of Case 4 for Subject A.

Furthermore, as shown in Figure 12, Case 4 of the force assist improved the operability
compared to Case 3, for 7 out of 10 subjects. As shown in Figure 13, Case 4 did not cause
the back operation of the mobile robot for any of the subjects. Therefore, the proposed
method of Case 4 improved the operability compared to Case 3 while maintaining the
safety performance.

4.2.3. Comparison between Case 2 and Case 4 for Evaluating the Force and Visual Assists

For Case 4 in Figure 12, the force assist was not applied to subjects B, C, D, E, F, G,
and H during the operation by the operator. Hence, the situation of Case 4 for the operator
was the same as that of Case 2 during the operation. However, there was a statistically
significant difference between Case 2 and Case 4. This is because the operators might have
been conscious of the force assist during the operation of the mobile robot. For instance, as
shown in Figure 15, the trajectory of Case 4 around Area1 is positioned farther from the left
side wall from the mobile robot moving direction than the Case 2 trajectories. As shown in
Figure 14, Case 2 had a collision around Area1. In addition, Case 4 improved the operability
compared to Case 2 with respect to the force assist difference, for 7 out of 10 subjects, as
shown in Figure 12. In Figures 13 and 14, Case 4 did not cause back operation and collisions
for all subjects. In summary, the method proposed for Case 4 improved the operability
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compared to Case 2. In addition, safe performance was achieved in Case 4 compared to
Case 2.

Therefore, the method proposed for Case 4 was found to have improved the operability
and safety performance, when compared to the methods proposed for Case 2 and Case 3.
The authentication of the proposed method was confirmed.

5. Conclusions

In this paper we proposed a remote-controlled method with force and visual assists
for a mobile robot. The visual assist was used to improve operability, and the force assist
was used for safety performance. The force and visual assists could help the operator avoid
collisions and maintain remote-controlled operability. The force assist was generated based
on the TTC of the mobile robot against an obstacle. For collision avoidance, this force assist
was applied to the operator via a control device. The predicted trajectory of the mobile
robot was generated based on the TTC as a visual assist. The predicted trajectory with color
gradation was provided on the monitor to improve operability. Ten subjects participated in
the experiments to evaluate operability and safety performance. In summary, the proposed
method, which comprised force and visual assists for a mobile robot with a low presence of
the force assist, was evaluated experimentally and its validity was confirmed.
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